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Abstract: Modern computational Problem Solving Environments (PSEs) become more and more complex and knowledge intensive in terms of their integrated toolsets, in particular for engineering design search and optimization. Whether these toolsets can be assembled effectively to produce satisfactory results depends heavily on using the best domain practice and following decisions made by skilled engineers in practical situations. In this paper, a knowledge based approach is used to acquire this knowledge from existing sources and model it in a maintainable fashion. Ontologies are used to develop the conceptualization of a knowledge base. In order to reuse this knowledge to provide guidance at knowledge intensive points, we propose a knowledge based advisor, which can give a context-aware critique to guide users through effective operations of building domain workflows. The concept of a state panel is proposed to collect system state information, which is then reasoned about together with various task models in the JESS (Java Expert System Shell) environment. Two reasoning strategies are designed for different advising styles. A multilayer and client-server style architecture is proposed to illustrate how this advisor can be deployed to make available its knowledge advising service to a real workflow construction PSE in a maintainable fashion. Throughout we use the example of these knowledge services in the context of design optimization in engineering.
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1 Introduction & Background

The UK initiative in e-Science [1] addresses scientific collaboration, data management and process enactment on a global scale. Knowledge plays an important role in delivering these domain specific operations in an effective way. Knowledge can play a key role in the semantic grid [2] which adopts a service-oriented approach to bridge the gap between grid computing and semantic web.
Knowledge services are important aspects of the GEODISE project [3]. This project aims to make available a toolbox for grid-enabled engineering design search and optimization (EDSO). A Problem Solving Environment (PSE) integrates this suite of tools with various knowledge services and database services aiming to provide an intuitive interface for engineering users.

Knowledge acquisition (KA) techniques [4] [5] have been used in [6] to elicit the domain knowledge and best practices in engineering design search and optimization. Based on this, various types of knowledge services [7] have been deployed in a knowledge portal architecture. In this paper, we focus in detail on one of the knowledge services in the knowledge portal: the advice service.

2 Design of knowledge based Advising system

The goal of knowledge engineering is to exploit knowledge and demonstrate how knowledge can be used in guiding users through a smooth operation of workflow construction in the EDSO problem solving environment.

2.1 Design of a state panel ontology

After years of working with experts, researchers in knowledge engineering and design domains have recognized the importance of the situation in which the expert acts, i.e. expert experience only applies in the context of a real problem solving situation [8]. This context can be modeled as a State Panel (SP) representing the environment’s working memory. It should contain most key factors from which experts make their decisions. A state panel ontology is designed using Protégé [9] where each concept is modeled as a class with slots that resemble its properties. Furthermore, some constraints can be applied on the slot so that they can only be assigned pre-declared values as shown in Figure 1.

The state panel ontology captures three factors:

1. The user’s skill level:
   This indicates whether the user is highly skilled and infers the appropriate level of advice to be given. In this paper, we set it as either “high” or “low” where in the first case, advice is not necessary.

2. Available resources: This stores information indicating resources already available for use. The type “Resource” is further sub-categorized into GAMBIT resource type and workflow resource type, each of which will be used in making decisions with the corresponding resource type involved. Here we only make use of the workflow resources and tasks. The decision to perform a certain task depends on whether available resources satisfy the input of this task. For example, the “input” slot of the workflow task concept takes an instance of the workflow resources.

1 GAMBIT is a preprocessing tool for fast geometry modeling and high quality meshing, both of which are crucial to successful use of Computational Fluid Dynamics
3. Finished tasks:
   Similarly, a finished task property is designed in the state panel since workflow related decisions are based on the pre-condition that certain other tasks have been finished. This is modeled as “depend_on” slot in the workflow task concept. The slot value is the instance of a workflow task.

An ontology is a standard description of the concepts and relationships that are being used or shared in a specific domain. It establishes the standard terminologies in that domain and makes sure that concepts are always consistent for the purpose of machine processing and reasoning. An ontology forms a conceptualization foundation for knowledge sharing in many artificial intelligence applications [10].

The state panel ontology is visualized as shown in Figure 2 using the Protégé Ontoviz plugin [11]. It can be noted that slots of the state panel related concepts always take values from a pre-defined enumeration. For example, in the “workflow_task” concept, the “task_name” is constrained to a single selection from a list of symbols. The “available_resources” slot in the “State_panel” concept takes only multiple instances of Resource type, where the resource name is again constrained to an enumeration of declared symbols. This characteristic guarantees that each symbol will be recognized and matched precisely in a reference engine, which we will describe later.
While the state panel resembles a short-term memory (working memory) of the current situation, a rule base contains the long term memory of accumulated experience in form of “IF-THEN” rules [12]. The rules are formulated in the form of the CLIPS [13] language which is then manipulated through a JESS [14] rule engine. The basic elements of the rules are concepts and pre-defined knowledge models upon which the forward chain reasoning can be applied to infer a solution. In certain circumstances, advice can be actions that change the state panel so that forward chaining happens. An inference engine can use a rule base to generate a prioritized list of actions appropriate to the current situation based upon the condition of a state panel.

![Figure 2: State panel ontology](image)

### 2.2 Rule base and Inference engine

While the state panel resembles a short-term memory (working memory) of the current situation, a rule base contains the long term memory of accumulated experience in form of “IF-THEN” rules [12]. The rules are formulated in the form of the CLIPS [13] language which is then manipulated through a JESS [14] rule engine. The basic elements of the rules are concepts and pre-defined knowledge models upon which the forward chain reasoning can be applied to infer a solution. In certain circumstances, advice can be actions that change the state panel so that forward chaining happens. An inference engine can use a rule base to generate a prioritized list of actions appropriate to the current situation based upon the condition of a state panel.

### Table 1: Working memory templates in JESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>deftemplate workflow_task</th>
<th>deftemplate state_panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(slot name)</td>
<td>(multislot finished_tasks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(multislot input)</td>
<td>(slot user_skill_level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(slot output)</td>
<td>(multislot available_resources)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(slot finished?)</td>
<td>(slot expected_output)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(slot constraints)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(multislot dependance)</td>
<td>(deftemplate request_resource_provider)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(multislot requested_resources)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 Construction of the working memory

Jess is used in developing the advice system where the “working memory” is modeled as a set of pre-defined templates which may or may not initially contain any data, assertions or information. Three main templates are shown in Table 1 as they are defined in Jess. These templates serve as a connecting point joining the facts asserted...
and the facts in the LHS of the rules. In other words, both of them must conform to these templates.

When starting the knowledge-based system, a set of facts are asserted. Each of them conforms to its corresponding template. This collectively forms an instance of the “working memory”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F-6</th>
<th>(MAIN::resource (name &quot;step_file&quot;) (location &quot;d:/geodise/res/airFoilStepFile&quot;))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-7</td>
<td>(MAIN::resource (name &quot;gambit_jou_file&quot;) (location &quot;d:/geodise/res/gambit.jou&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>(MAIN::workflow_task (name &quot;geometry&quot;) (input nil) (output &quot;step_file&quot;) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constraints nil) (dependance))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-9</td>
<td>(MAIN::workflow_task (name &quot;mesh&quot;) (input &quot;step_file&quot; &quot;gambit_jou_file&quot;) (output &quot;mesh_file&quot;) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constraints nil) (dependance))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-10</td>
<td>(MAIN::workflow_task (name &quot;analysis&quot;) (input &quot;mesh_file&quot; &quot;fluent_jou_file&quot;) (output nil) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constraints nil) (dependance))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-11</td>
<td>(MAIN::workflow_task (name &quot;optimisation&quot;) (input nil) (output &quot;avs_file&quot;) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constraints &quot;run time not very high&quot;) (dependance))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-12</td>
<td>(MAIN::workflow_task (name &quot;doe&quot;) (input &quot;budget_time&quot; &quot;single_run_time&quot;) (output nil) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constraints nil) (dependance))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-13</td>
<td>(MAIN::state_panel (finished_tasks &quot;geometry&quot;) (user_skill_level &quot;low&quot;) (available_resources &quot;fluent_jou_file&quot;) (expected_output nil))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Facts asserted to form the working memory

In Table 2, “geometry”, “mesh” and “analysis”, etc. are high level workflow tasks in EDSO. Each of them takes different resources as input and some of them have output and other properties defined. We demonstrate how input properties of the workflow task can be used together with the state panel fact to reason against the rules in order to provide workflow advice. To simplify the problem for illustration, the workflow advice focuses on suggesting what next step can be carried out depending on current resources availability as indicated in the state panel. Further advice can be triggered to suggest the resources that need to be obtained in order to perform a specific task.

4 Strategies of reasoning in the workflow advising system

The system supports two types of reasoning strategies. Both of them aim to provide state-driven advice to assist workflow planning.

4.1 Elimination strategy

This strategy designs and deploys rules in a way that allows one workflow task to be retracted from working memory if any of its input resource does not exist in the available resources specified in the state panel. After eliminating all tasks that cannot be carried out, those remaining are tasks that satisfy the current system state. The elimination strategy guarantees that any workflow task surviving has a full provision of input resources indicated in the state panel.
Table 3 lists part of the rules coded in CLIPS. These rules are loaded into the JESS reasoning engine and their LHS are matched with the state panel and workflow task facts. The logic is quite simple: firstly, all workflow tasks are asserted into the working memory as possible candidates. Then for each available resource that is NOT specified as available in the state panel fact, if there is a workflow task fact whose input property includes that resource, then this rule is fired with the action of retracting (eliminating) that workflow task from the working memory ("$?x "step_file" $?y" expresses a pattern that matches to a list of literals that include "step_file", $?x is a JESS expression of multifields). The default salience of rules is 0 which makes sure that these rules are checked first before checking rule “workflow-answer-1”, which has a lower salience of -10. After all the “retracting” rules have been checked (some of them may be executed), the “answer_rule” simply prints out all facts of workflow tasks that haven’t been retracted yet. In other words, these tasks can be performed according to the current resource availability. Table 4 shows the reasoning result when applying the fact list to the rule set in Table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facts</th>
<th>Reasoning results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(MAIN::workflow_task (name &quot;mesh&quot;) (input &quot;step_file&quot; &quot;gambit_jou_file&quot;) (output &quot;mesh_file&quot;) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constrains nil))</td>
<td>Found state panel with user_skill_level low in fact list. So Switching ON Advisor...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MAIN::workflow_task (name &quot;analysis&quot;) (input &quot;mesh_file&quot; &quot;fluent_jou_file&quot;) (output nil) (relevant_commands nil) (finished? nil) (constrains nil))</td>
<td>&lt;Fact-16&gt; Retract this workflow task because it needs mesh_file as input, which is not available according to the state panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MAIN::state_panel (finished_tasks &quot;geometry&quot;) (user_skill_level &quot;low&quot;) (available_resources &quot;step_file&quot; &quot;gambit_jou_file&quot;) (expected_output nil))</td>
<td>In terms of the workflow, next step you can do: mesh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Reasoning result using elimination strategy

### 4.2 Direct strategy with forward chain

The elimination strategy guarantees that any workflow task surviving has a full provision of input resources indicated in the state panel, but this is sometime too strict, for example, there might be some (not necessarily all) resources available for doing a workflow task, which the user might intend to do. However, the elimination strategy may rule out this possibility by retracting this task. The direct strategy is designed to relax this restriction. It assumes that the user may need to perform a task if s/he creates resources that match part of the task’s input space. Therefore, depending on the situation, action is taken to suggest that this task can be carried out either straight away or on the premise of some further resources (°expected_input in Table 5) being made available, where in the latter case, a new fact called “request_resource_provider” (defined in Table 1) is asserted with its property filled with this expected resource (°expected_input multi-field variable).

A forward chain of potential rule activation happens at the assertion of the “request_resource_provider” fact. This is defined in the “resource_to_task” rule in Table 5. It tries to match the requested resources with the output property of every workflow task in the working memory. In this way, the rule fires and outputs suggestions of what workflow task should be preformed in order to obtain the requested resources.
(defrule task_input_against_resources

(state_panel (available_resources $?resource))

?taskID<-(workflow_task(name ?n)(input $?inputs ))

(test (> (length$ (intersection$ $?resource $?inputs)) 0))

=<-

(printout t $?resource " is now available. " crlf)

(printout t "You may be able to do " ?n )

(bind $?intersection (intersection$ $?resource $?inputs))

(printout t " by using " $?intersection crlf)

(bind $?expected_input (complement$ $?intersection $?inputs))

(if (= (length$ $?expected_input) 0)

then

(printout t "without having to obtain any further resources" crlf crlf)

else

(printout t "but still need input:" $?expected_input crlf crlf)

(assert (request_resource_provider (requested_resources $?expected_input))))

(undefrule resource_to_task

(request_resource_provider (requested_resources $?requested_resources))

(workflow_task (name ?n) (output ?outputs))

(test (member$ ?outputs $?requested_resources))

=>

(printout t "can produce the resource " ?outputs crlf crlf))

Table 5: Direct matching strategy with forward training

Table 6 shows the result of reasoning by using this strategy. It is slightly modified for the purpose of clearer illustration. Workflow task facts stay the same as shown in Table 4. The two “request_resource_provider” facts are asserted in run time, which trigger a forward chain response aiming to discover workflow tasks that output the requested resource. Text in the right column is the output from the JESS reasoning engine.

Table 6: Reasoning result using direct strategy with forward chain
5 Framework of dynamic knowledge advising in workflow constructing PSE

We put all the pieces together to show an integrated framework capable of providing dynamic knowledge advice in the work flow construction environment. The framework is designed to be service-oriented and has a client-server architecture as shown in Figure 3.

The knowledge advisor resides on the server side waiting for knowledge requests fired from the client side where a state panel writer collects key state information and passes it to the server side for processing and analysis. The state panel writer is internally operated by the workflow construction PSE so that any new state information, once available, is written to the state panel while users interact with the PSE. The state panel is a template of concepts with relationships and constraints. This template enumerates all possible factors that can potentially affect the advice. Relationships are expressed in the form of a concept hierarchy and attribute reference. Constraints make sure that factors can only take values as recognized concepts and terms so that they match precisely when doing inference with the rule base reasoning engine. Knowledge acquisition methods are used in designing the state panel template. We use the Protégé 2000 ontology editor for the design and maintenance of the state panel.

While this forms the ontology layer of the knowledge service, an XML layer transmits state panel information over the internet. This layer also guarantees that the template is translated to a format that is easy to interpret and process by machine. It is in this layer that templates modeled in Protégé are converted to XML Schema using the XML tab plug-in in Protégé. This XML schema of the state panel is transmitted to the application side when it first initializes the knowledge advice service. A state
6 Scenarios and a working example

The knowledge-based advising system has been integrated into a large research prototype. This prototype aims to assemble a complete set of grid enabled optimisation services that could be managed via a knowledge portal. The problem is the design and optimisation of a NACA airfoil aiming to reduce the noise while maximizing the lift subject to a particular air flow. A typical workflow of engineering design search and optimisation usually starts from geometry design using standard CAD software such as Pro-E, where geometry related parameters are defined. Pro-E can produce a STEP file to represent the modelled geometry. In order to carry out numerical analysis, in particular dynamic Fluent analysis in this case, on various parts of the geometry, mesh has to be done to provide more information about the surface of the geometry. Gambit is used to do this job. It can take the STEP file as input and output a mesh file. Gambit generates a piece of journal file logging every operation executed in its interactive session. This journal file can also be pre-edited or modified to support the batch operation of meshing, as well as some complex operations that can not be possibly done in the interactive session. Since the Gambit journal file is used to control the operation of meshing, it is often used as the second input parameter in the meshing task. With these two parameters, the gambit can produce a mesh file that describes the surface of the studied part of the geometry more in detail so that Fluent analysis can be applied. Similarly, by using the mesh file and a Fluent journal file as the input parameters to the Fluent software, objective function can be evaluated once to obtain the length of the single run time. Depending on the number of design parameters and the length of single run time, Design of Experiment (DOE) can be carried out repetitively to find the optimum of the objective function. In this case, we only focus on the workflow construction and the knowledge advising involved in the first three steps.

Figure 4 shows a working example of the knowledge based advisor integrated into the workflow construction environment. Various ontologies can be loaded and used to construct workflows of different domain. While users are building the workflow of engineering design search and optimization by selecting and configuring task components from the task ontology, the state panel is filled and sent to the reasoning engine of the knowledge base. The critiques that the knowledge base produces are displayed in the knowledge-based advice panel to suggest possible actions to be taken in the next step.

In the example, the workflow is related to the design of a NACA airfoil, a simple design that can be defined by three parameters. Since the mesh operation makes available the mesh file as its output, the advisor, after checking the best practice, suggests that objective function analysis can be carried out using the mesh file as one of its input parameters. Besides, it also suggests that other resources are necessary in order to fulfill the suggested next step and how the user might be able to obtain the requested resources.
In this paper, we focus on the knowledge advising service aspect of the knowledge portal architecture. We demonstrate a knowledge based advisor that can reason over previously elicited domain knowledge and assist in building workflows by providing advice according to the current state. We demonstrate that ontologies can be used in constructing a maintainable conceptual foundation for the knowledge base. Two reasoning strategies are designed and tested. Experiments show that they are capable of deriving new knowledge, providing primary advice, best practice of the domain and helping users in making decisions at knowledge intensive points.

The deployment of the knowledge based advisor in the workflow construction PSE has been prototyped to assist engineering design search and optimisation. The integration shows that knowledge advice can be generated from the knowledge base. The advice is used to help users handle knowledge intensive operations in the PSE.

In the current demonstration, only a limited number of factors are taken into account in the reasoning, and the styles of advice are rather limited. However, we believe that more factors can be encoded in the reasoning process together with more complicated reasoning strategies so as to provide more versatile advice.
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